HOW TO WRITE A SONG ON PIANO CHORD PROGRESSIONS
Sep 5, What's the secret to writing beautiful and awe-inspiring piano music? Play scales and chords in the keys that
you're comfortable with, then choose find a progression, or order, that appeals to you and fits the song's theme.

Chord progressions are built off the notes in a particular scale. Mix it up and change it around! Allow me to
preface by stating that what follows is an old-fashioned method of writing with a pencil, piano, and staff
paper. Sign up for safe, affordable private lessons today! Example: Start with the one chord, which feels like
home. Choose a key and a tempo. Movies need a logical start and finish, and there needs to be some type of
development. Great to end on. Hot Tip 1. There are times when any piece of wood will do, and imagination is
the driving force. An easy way to do this is to create a 4 bar loop with 1 chord per bar. However, sitting down
to write a new song can also be extremely daunting, especially for beginners. Build the bridge. Creates a
feeling of change, wants to move somewhere else. When you combine chords in a progression, certain
arrangements will sound better than others. To build a C chord, we combine the C with the 3rd and 5th notes
above it in the scale which are E and G. How do chords sound when played one after the other? These rules
are a great starting point, but always make decisions in context. A typical major scale, for example, will
consist of 7 chords, each one built off a note or degree in the scale. The choice of chords even defines the
mood, preparing a listener for the lyrics or melodies to follow. This also works with minor scales and other
modes, but concentrate on using majors as you get started, since these have other patterns of major, minor and
diminished chords. Move to the six chord, which is stable but a bit tense. Today we have a guest post which
will help your students understand how to create, compose and understand a piano chord progression. Play the
chords in different orders. Consider a wood carver encountering a piece of driftwood one morning on the
beach. What role does each chord serve in the key? The most important step of all in writing piano music is
the K. Consider learning about the course called: Simple Songcrafting at JamPlay. For example, the next
chord would be a D minor which is made up of the notes D, F, and A. Move to the two chord, which creates a
sense of change. Constructing a melody, rhythm, chord progression, and lyrics all at once into a flowing,
original composition can seem awfully scary. Within each key, there are seven diatonic triads to choose from.
Learn the steps in this guest post by St. Combining these notes give us a basic C major chord. Six vi â€”
Stable. This moment may be what takes your song from being pedestrian and simplistic to something really
memorable.

